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Abstract
Purpose. Our paper aims to answer a basic but fundamental question: how can we
understand the business world in order to propose a wider, deeper and wiser management
education and development approach that is not limited to a technical perspective?
Methodology. The paper relies on both a theoretical approach and an experiential approach
in education and management development and operations.
Findings. In order to understand the business world, the usual technical approach is not
able to capture the firm in its different aspects because a firm is not a simple technical system;
but first of all, is a living system and life demands a softer analysis through the arts in their
different forms. The aphorism throws light on this emotional ‘dark side’ of the firm.
Practical implications. Aphorisms can help management activity in several ways:
- they produce a series of thoughts that trace maps on territories that are barely considered
and in fields of knowledge that are not knowingly possessed;
- they favour open-minded examination of problems from a different point of view;
- they make values clear inside an organisation;
- they communicate the corporate identity to people inside and outside the organisation;
- they generate critical dialogue within the management team about strategic decisions.
Originality/value. We have observed a gap in the literature pointing to the value of
aphorisms in management training and to their use as a training technique, in addition to the
more traditional techniques.
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1. Usual and unusual methods in management education: the goal of the paper
When we consider management education and development to understand how people learn
the practice of running a business, normally we refer to some typical sources of knowledge.
Among these sources, we find for example:
- scientific papers and management courses in business schools and faculties of business and
economics or in faculties of engineering, sociology, psychology and by professionals
organisations;
- business books and manuals;
- business magazines;
- the history of the company;
- case studies and company storytelling;
- web sites on effective business development, and so on.
Obviously, only explicit knowledge (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995) can be spread in these
ways; implicit or tacit knowledge can only be spread by experience. Each of these studies
normally deal with the visible side of the enterprise, which we can call the ‘hard’ side. From
this point of view, firms appear as something mechanical, such as a technical instrument
directed towards meeting customers’ needs and producing profit or, from a wider perspective,
value.
Among the main terms we encounter when analysing enterprises in this sense, we find the
following: profit, maximisation, short-term, objectives, merit, speed, rationality, conflict,
egoism, knowledge, employees, market, market share, efficiency, distrust, standardisation,
effectiveness, innovation, risk, complexity, unpredictability.
However, on closer inspection, a firm is much more than a mere technical instrument. It is
the story of an idea, and an adventure that strives to survive against all the threats directed
against in in an effort to attain a position in the competitive arena and in society. It is a
tangled system of relationships between the people, values, rules and procedures involved
within it. Hence, a company is first of all a living system; a microcosm in which ordinary life
is reproduced on a smaller scale, with the feelings, emotions and behaviours that endlessly
flow within it. Inside any business organisation we find dreams, fears, emotions, projects,
desires, trust, distrust, concerns, opportunism, egoism, altruism and so on: in a word, we find
life. The ‘soul’ of the company and the feelings flowing within a firm arise from the complex
interplay of these features; from the ‘dark’ side of the enterprise, the side invisible to a simply
technical approach.
Among the terms that can help us to explore this dark side of the enterprise we find the
following: wellbeing, vitality, longevity, process, rhythm, engagement, imagination,
generosity, play, smile, people, person, conversation, listening, trust, silence, beauty,
diversity, improvisation, craftsmanship, simplicity and creativity. Drawing on these premises,
our paper aims to answer a basic but fundamental question: where can we find these features
in action in order to propose a wider, deeper and wiser approach to management education
and development?
These features can be found in action in art and in its different expressions, such as theatre,
cinema, dance, novels, poetry, paintings, sculptures and music, because art does nothing else
than welcome life. For example, when considering films, we find entrepreneurship in action
with all its emotional load in ‘Tucker: A Man and His Dream’, a Francis Ford Coppola film
from 1988; Fordism in action in ‘Modern Times’, the famous Charlie Chaplin movie of 1936;
leadership and problem-solving approaches in ‘12 Angry Men’ directed by Sidney Lumet in
1957 and ‘Apollo 13’ directed by Ron Howard in 1995, respectively; the power of dreams in
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‘Up’, a fantasy film directed by Pete Docter and Bob Peterson in 2009; and the strength of
courage in ‘Hacksaw Ridge’, a true war story directed by Mel Gibson in 2016.
In a small corner of the literature realm, we find aphorisms, short but strong thoughts able
to open to wide and unexpected courses of action. How aphorisms can act from the
perspective of management education and development will be discussed in the rest of the
paper.

2. Literature review
In this section an investigation of unusual techniques in managerial education and their
diffusion will be carried out. The aim is to understand whether scholars have already
identified aphorisms as an innovative technique in management education and training, and
what are the specific features associated with this.
From our analysis we can first underline that scholars have repeatedly called for a general
rethinking of the techniques and content of managerial education (Wankel & DeFillippi 2002;
Hytti & O’Gorman 2004; Turnbull & Eickhoff 2011; Rousseau 2012; Wastell 2014;
Harrington et al. 2015). Evidently, the demand underpinning these changes is also the result
of the unavoidable need to harmonise managerial training with the evolution of the context
and to introduce innovative pathways that can improve its effectiveness. A first set of studies
focused on the need to encourage a participatory style in knowledge production (Siegel et al.
1997; Cajiao & Burke 2016), using information technologies (Alavi et al. 1997; Alavi &
Gallupe 2003; Whitaker et al. 2016), as well as promoting collaboration between students and
scholars on one side and practitioners on the other (Kelliher et al. 2009; Mitev & Venters
2009).
Another stream of research has developed around the idea of adopting an arts-based
approach in management education (Wankel & DeFillippi 2002; Mockler 2002). Management
studies have considered the different expressions of art, such as music (e.g., jazz, orchestra),
drama (e.g., theatre and cinema), literature (e.g., novels, poetry) and storytelling.
As for music, management educators have been studying musical ensembles (orchestras,
chamber music and jazz group) seeking to understand their group dynamics and processes
(Weick, Gilfillan & Keith 1973; Murnighan & Conlon 1991) and to apply the emerging
evidence in engaging students and managers (Weick 1998; Leonardi 2008; Baccarani &
Castellani 2006).
The use of drama as a means of management education is growing beyond its metaphorical
meaning (e.g., Vaill 1981; Pitcher 1996; D’Incerti et al. 2007; Canova & Salvemini 2011).
Drama is also considered as an instrument of knowledge creation (von Krogh, Ichijo &
Nonaka 2000; Baccarani & Bonfanti 2016) and as a tool to describe how improvisational
theatre techniques can be used in management training (Mashavi 2001).
Scholars now widely acknowledge the use of films as a fruitful resource for management
education (Champoux 1999, 2001; Carley 1999; Wolff & Clemens 1999; Agosti 2001;
Baccarani & Brunetti 2002, 2003).
Other expressions of art that scholars consider as tools for management training come from
literature and storytelling. With respect to the former, it is worth recalling a relevant example,
‘Shakespeare on Management’ (Shafritz 1999; Corrigan 1999). However, there are many
other researchers who have studied this topic, and in particular, the use of fiction (Harris &
Brown 1989; Shaw & Locke 1993; Zajdel & Vinton 1988), novels (Varanini 2000, 2007)
poems (Cerni 2010) and poetry (Whyte 2000).
Moreover, there has been a tremendous growth in scholars’ interest in a particular form of
narrative: management storytelling. For years researchers have been exploring storytelling,
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covering a breadth of management topics including managerial communication (e.g.,
Armstrong 1992), problem-solving (Mitroff & Kilmann 1975) organisational culture (Jones
1991; Wilkins 1984), organisational development (Boje, Fedor & Rowland 1982; Boje 1991a;
Morgan & Dennehy 1997) and strategy (Barry & Elmes 1997; Shaw, Brown & Bromiley
1998). Recently, a more practical (Kowalewski & Waukau-Villagomez 2011; Reissner &
Pagan 2013; Miglietta et al., 2015) and focused exploration of the use of stories in
management coaching (Parkin 2001) and training (Boje 1991b; Parkin 1998; Koppett 2001;
Gold & Holman 2001) has emerged. However, the relationship between aphorisms and their
use in management education is still poorly appreciated by academic scholars in this area
(Baccarani 2011).
There are numerous collections of aphorisms addressed to particular categories of
audiences, such as innovation or product managers, or focused on the development of specific
personal skills, such as self-confidence and creativity. The authors of these contributions are
mainly practitioners engaged in the business world, expressing the values, abilities and
conditions they deem relevant in their personal and managerial/entrepreneurial experience
through a collection of aphorisms (Exley 1993; Weiss 2006; Gambirasio 2009; Simon &
Zatta, 2011; Walker 2016; McGrath 2017).
Scholars in the academic world, both at a national and at an international level, have not
yet gained sufficient awareness of the contribution aphorisms can bring to managerial
education and consequently there are no studies on this topic. Thus, there is a gap the
literature that indicates the value of aphorisms in management training and their use as a
training technique, in addition to the more traditional techniques.

3. Methodology
Owing to the limited availability of data related to the use of aphorisms in management
education, we have selected a qualitative research methodology. In particular, it seemed
appropriate to choose an ethnographic study to better understand this unusual management
education and development approach.
To understand this singular method of training in depth, it was necessary to match the
knowledge emerging from our literature review and our experience with the use of aphorisms
in management education with both students and practitioners at Verona University. This
suggested the use of autoethnography as research methodology to support us in analysing the
outcomes of the reviewed literature and combining them with our practical experience. The
use of autoethnography is well known in the literature for exploring in depth and
understanding complex and varied social phenomena (Drechsler Sharp et al. 2012; Anderson
2006).
Along with cultural understanding and perception, socialisation is another aspect where
autoethnography helps to draw conclusions. In other words, this method enables the sharing
of knowledge derived from the accumulated experiences of certain cultural phenomena (Wall
2008).
About the literature review, we have collected data through different tools and software,
including Business Source Premier, Scopus, Web of Science, Research Gate and Google
Scholar. Our primary focus was on the literature related to the use of aphorisms and arts in
general in managerial education.
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4. What about aphorisms and their maieutic power?
An aphorism is a short thought that expresses a general concept of philosophical or moral
wisdom. It can be derived from the direct expression of an author defined as an aphorist, like
Stanislaw Jerzy Lec, or it may result from a selection of thoughts within a more general work,
as is the case of Oscar Wilde’s aphorisms.
Anyone can become a collector of aphorisms if one finds an occasion when these simple
writings help to explain a confusing situation. One can write down one’s own thoughts, select
others’ thoughts from one’s reading, film screenplays, songs, travel experiences and, why not,
even a box of chocolates. Of course, anyone can also venture into the immense offerings of
the Web that can deliver aphorisms on nearly any possible topic on demand, even though this
often is more a way to show off a culture one does not actually have.
The main feature of the aphorism in the vast field of literature is its brevity. For this
reason, it seems particularly suitable to an era, like the present one, characterised by the
feeling of not having time. The aphorism has also another universal feature: it usually reflects
a generally agreed value, although everyone will find his or her own meaning in it, depending
on his or her culture and personal history.
Finally, a good aphorism is attractive, provocative and unescapably triggers reflection in
the reader’s mind. The value of an aphorism is measured by its ability to capture the reader’s
attention and stimulate questions that require answers. Of course, the reader’s answers derive
from his or her state of mind and culture, from the knowledge and the values he or she has
when reading that short phrase full of many hidden meanings. These answers are sometimes
able to show what is next and what lies inside ourselves, without previously being able to see
it or be aware of it.
In this sense, an aphorism possesses the ability to stop time; no matter for how long. It may
be a single moment or a more durable period during which the curtains that prevent the reader
from grasping hidden concepts and principles are torn down and these principles and concepts
appear clearly and are immediately felt as if they were always owned and understood.
From a Socratic perspective, it can be said that the aphorism possesses the maieutic power
to delve into one’s hidden knowledge and wisdom, which is largely unexplored but
nonetheless present in every individual who open-mindedly accepts the challenge of honest
and unconventional thinking. Thus, the strength of the aphorism derives from its ability to
force people to pause and take enough time to think, thus stimulating a creative and
innovative approach instead of the tired repetition of thoughtless action. In a nutshell, an
aphorism is like a seed of doubt and amazement in the reader’s mind; in other words, it is the
picklock by which management can open the doors of the company’s soul after losing the
key. The next section of this paper will be dedicated to an examination of some aphorisms in
action.
5. Aphorisms in action and the magnificent seven
Let us now propose some possible uses of aphorisms in the context of management
education. In this respect, we will consider three real-world experiences. The first concerns
the use of aphorisms for the dissemination of company values. Here, we can refer to two
different and well-established firms: Key Line, an historical company (1779) operating in the
key industry, and Brunello Cucinelli, a firm working in the field of fashion and strongly
linked to human and historic values. In the Key Line 2017 calendar some aphorisms can be
read, from which we have chosen the following:
1) ‘Great things are done by a series of small things brought together’, Vincent van Gogh,
painter;
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2) ‘Only if tradition is often transformed, it can be saved as a living reality’, Paul Tillich,
theologian;
3) ‘I think of the factory made for men, not of men made for the factory’, Adriano Olivetti,
entrepreneur.
The first aphorism underlines the culture of ‘us as a team’; the second one stresses the
importance of change and the third one highlights the centrality of people.
On the other hand, Brunello Cucinelli’s home page shows a phrase taken from ‘The Idiot’
by Fedor Dostoevskij: ‘Beauty will save the world’. This is a kind of manifesto pointing to
the humanistic perspective of the company that links good and beauty.
The second experience is taken from “Change This” website. This is a new kind of
medium to support and spread great ideas, often dealing with business management,
leadership and personal development. A new section of this website collects tweets that in all
respects resemble aphorisms.
Here again, we have selected three thoughts from this collection:
1) ‘When we are not sure who we are and what we should do, we are vulnerable enough to
learn’, Marcia Reynolds, emotional coach;
2) ‘The ultimate competitive advantage is what we call The Trust Edge’, David Horsager and
Reil Velo, professional trainers in leadership;
3) ‘If you want high and sustained results on the outside, remember that it starts on the
inside’, Lee Colan, business consultant.
The first leads us to reflect on the humility necessary to walk an educational path that is
otherwise precluded by an attitude of conceit regarding knowledge. The second introduces the
exploration of the sense and value of trust as a competitive resource. The third considers the
importance of a sense of belonging and the state of flow.
The third experience relates to a research study carried out within the business
management course at the University of Verona in 2016 and 2017. The study consisted of
asking students to choose the most important aphorisms for managerial development from a
list of 537 aphorisms collected in a book that was adopted as a monograph for the course. The
question was: what are the ten most important aphorisms to support a managerial approach
able to reach enterprise competitiveness? The question was posed at the end of the course, and
approximately 220 students attended in each of these academic years. The students were 20
years old, and were in their second semester of the first year of the degree programme in
business management. The numbers of responses collected was 200 in 2016 and 152 in 2017.
The following two boxes show the five most cited aphorisms selected in 2016 and 2017,
respectively.
2015–2016 academic year
1) ‘Remember that to take off it is necessary to go against the wind’, Henry Ford,
entrepreneur;
2) ‘Madness is doing always the same things and expecting something different in result’,
Albert Einstein, scientist;
3) ‘Happiness doesn’t lie in never falling down, but in always getting up after a fall’,
Confucius, philosopher;
4) ‘It is better to add life to days than days to life’, Rita Levi Montalcini, scientist;
5) ‘Listening is to hear what others do not say’, Peter Drucker, management scholar.
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2016–2017 academic year
1) ‘Remember that to take off it is necessary to go against the wind’, Henry Ford,
entrepreneur;
2) ‘Madness is doing always the same things and expecting something different in result’,
Albert Einstein, scientist;
3) ‘What matters most is the trip, not the destination; if we don’t get to the top of Mount
Everest it does not matter, the important thing is having decided to try’, Renato Soru,
entrepreneur;
4) ‘Does the one who runs always arrive earlier?’, Claudio Baccarani, management scholar;
5) ‘If you can dream it, you can do it’, Walt Disney, fantasy film producer.
The eye-catching feature is that in both surveys, made a year apart and with different
groups of students, the second of whom did not know the results of the first, the two
aphorisms mentioned in first place are identical. Indeed, young people usually do not consider
the common opinion too seriously and do not fear going ‘against the wind’; and, in the same
vein, it can be said that they definitely appreciate change. Since this result cannot be merely
coincidental, it can be assumed that the students’ choice in both years depends only on the
strength of the effect these two aphorisms exerted on the students.
At this point, after many years of work on aphorisms, we cannot conclude this paper
without citing the aphorisms that in our view best support managerial training suitable for
those acting in a complex world that asks companies to not only be instruments for profitmaking, but also responsible players seeking community wellbeing.
We call this selection the ‘magnificent seven’, paraphrasing John Sturges’s famous movie
of 1960. Here is the list:
1) ‘It is only with the heart that one can see exactly: what is essential is imperceptible to the
eyes’, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, writer and aviator;
2) ‘Experience is the name we give to our mistakes’, Oscar Wilde, writer and poet;
3) ‘Remember that to take off you need to go against the wind’, Henry Ford, entrepreneur;
4) ‘Begin with doing what is necessary, then what is possible, and you will suddenly surprise
yourself in doing the impossible’, San Francesco d’Assisi;
5) ‘The only constant in today’s world is change’, Giovanni Panati, management scholar;
6) ‘We will never know how much good a simple smile can do’, Maria Teresa of Calcutta,
mystic;
7) ‘Hurry slowly’, Emperor Augustus.
Let our readers decide which is their favourite of these thoughts, and whether to accept the
challenge of the reflection that each of these ‘magnificent seven’ proposes. Once again, the
aphorism will reveal itself as the ‘picklock by which management opens the doors of the
company’s soul after losing the key’.

6. Management implications and limitations of the study
The proposal of this method of including aphorisms in university lectures, and our
discussions of this with entrepreneurs, managers and colleagues on several occasions has
revealed the value of this method from the point of view of the development of managerial
culture.
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Aphorisms can help management activity in several ways:
- they produce a series of thoughts that trace maps of territories that are barely considered
and in fields of knowledge not consciously possessed;
- they favour open-minded examination of problems from a different point of view;
- they clarify an organisation’s values;
- they communicate the corporate identity to people inside and outside of the organisation;
- they generate critical dialogue within the management team about strategic decisions.
Sometimes, the encounter with an aphorism may not leave a trace on the reader. There are
many reasons for this; it may have been an imperfect seed, or a good seed that had fallen on
unsuitable soil. In any case, an aphorism does not have the power to find solutions to a
problem, but it does have the ability to indicate one or more paths that the decision-maker
might choose to follow, or not. An aphorism certainly does not have the ability to place a
company’s ‘dark side’ in full light; rather, the aphorism casts a beam of light. It can only help
those who are open to exploring a territory so vast and changing that complete knowledge is
impossible, if only because ‘right when we had all the answers, all the question changed’
(Edoardo Galeano, writer and journalist). Like a glimmer in the darkness, aphorisms can
provide great solace in life as well as in management.
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